INITIAL REPORT

23 1126C, MND-N REPORTED A CACHE FOUND/CLEARED 5km SOUTH OF KHAN BANI SAD.

B/2 1 CAV REPORTED FINDING A LARGE WEAPONS CACHE INSIDE OF A HOUSE.

B/2 1 CAV WAS LED TO THIS LOCATION BY A HUMINT SOURCE.

THE CACHE CONSISTS OF A ROOM THAT IS 41FT WIDE BY 31FT LONG BY 7FT HIGH AND IS PACKED WITH THE FOLLOWING ITEMS:

- 124 X ASSEMBLED EFPs
- 450X EFP DISKS (COPPER)
- 30X 8mm MORTAR RNDs
- 30X 70mm SKELETON SHOTGUN SHELLS
- 1X 12MM AND 1X 87MM MORTAR TUBES
- 1X MOTOROLA RADIO’s
- 1X AK-7
- 1X 30-50G BlocKs OF C4 (LABELED 1T2 9T2007 IRAN)
- COPPER WIRE
- 1X CHINESE CLAYMORE
- JUGS OF CHEMICALS
- 1X VCR WITH TAPE OF ATTACK
- 1X LOG BOOK WITH UNKNOWN DATA, WAITING TO BE TRANSLATED

B/2 1 CAV HAS THE OWNER OF THE HOUSE DETAINED AND CONDUCTING AN INTERROGATION.

B/2 1 CAV HAS THE OWNER OF THE HOUSE DETAINED AND CONDUCTING AN INTERROGATION.

FIND AND WAIT PERSONNEL ARE AT THE SITE AND BEGIN EXPLOITATION.

MTF

8DA. 1X UE DETAINED & 1X CACHE FOUND/CLEARED

WHO: MND-N
WHAT: POLITICAL MEDIA ATTEN.
WHEN: 23 1126C OCT 07
WHERE: 38S MC 56161 06222
MNC-I CCIR #: 5
MNF-I CCIR #: 5
NOTIFICATION IN JOC: 24 0810C OCT 07
CIDNE #: 20071023112638SMC5616106222
INCIDENT: CACHE

RESULTS: 1x Detainee, Weapons Cache

SIGACT EVENT ID: 4/2 10:121

DTG: 23 1126 OCT 07

UNIT: TF 2-1 CAV

LOCATION: Narachi, Diyala Province
(VIC MC 561062)

TIMELINE OF EVENTS:
1021- B/2-1 CAV conducts a forced entry and assisted raid
vict. KBS (38S MC 56161 06222) IOT locate a possible cache.
1126- B/2-1 CAV reports a large weapons cache in a room
4FT wide x 13FT long x 7FT high and is exploiting ATT. 1x
MAM is detained on site, requested EOD and WIT support.
1700- B/2-1 CAV identifies the

from Sadr City

2126 – B/2-1 CAV reports strategic implications of cache; lot
numbers identified, bags of C4 have “January 2007” printed on
them in English.
0057- B/2-1 CAV RTB at J COP with 1x detainee and weapons
cache materials.
0137 – B/2-1 CAV reports the writing on the C4 was in English
labeled “January 2007” (WIT id’ed as Iranian in origin).

All the material was found in one
compound, the cache in the guest house, other materials and
documents in the main house including one small EFP. One
camcorder with several tapes, and a collection of enemy
SALUTE reports detailing 56 or more successful attacks
against coalition forces as recent as July 2007 were also
found in the cache.

WIA – 0
KIA – 0
BDA – 0

1x Detainee, 124 fully assembled EFPs (1 array of 0, 1x
array of 4, 3x array of 2 disguised and ready for
emplacement), 159 Copper Discs, 500+ blocks of C4, PE-
4, and unknown mixtures (several labeled as “January
2007”), 1x AK-47, 100 x 60, 81, and 120 mm Mortar
Rounds, 31x 70mm Rockets, 1x 120mm Mortar Tube, 1x
81mm Mortar Tube, Copper Wire, 2x manufactured
Claymores, 1x Infra Red Illumination Device, 2x Portable
Radios, Log Book of Attacks, and 1x Camcorder w/ Tapes of Attacks,
multiple initiation devices.
MND-N CACHE
AO RAIDER

- B/2/1CAV acting on a tip discovered cache behind false wall in a building

- 1 x Individual Detained

- EOD conducting SSE (38S MC 56161 06222)

- Initial **unconfirmed** inventory reporting:
  - 149x Copper discs
  - 124x EFPs completely assembled
  - 300-500 x blocks of C4
  - 30x Mortar RDS
  - 30x 81mm Mortars
  - 31x 70mm RKTS

- Detainee reporting suggests the cache may have belonged to the local IPs and JAM.

USCENTCOM FOIA 13-0045
INCIDENT: CACHE

RESULTS: 1x Detainee, Weapons Cache

SIGACT EVENT ID: 4/2 10:121

DTG: 23 1126 OCT 07

UNIT: TF 2-1 CAV

LOCATION: Narachi, Diyala Province (Vic MC 561262)

TIMELINE OF EVENTS:
1021 - B/2-1 CAV conducts a coordinated raid at vic KBS (38S MC 56161 06222) IOT locate a possible cache.
1126 - B/2-1 CAV reports a large weapons cache in a room 4FT wide x 13FT long x 7FT high and is exploiting ATT. 1x MAM is detained on site, requested ECD and WIT support.
1700 - B/2-1 CAV identifies the cache from Sadr City
2126 - B/2-1 CAV reports strategic implication of cache: lot numbers identified, bags of C4 have “January 2007” printed on them.
0037 - B/2-1 CAV RTB at JCP with 1x detainee and weapons cache materials. All the material was found in one compound, the cache in the guest house, other materials and documents in the main house including one small EFP. One camcorder with several tapes, and a collection of enemy SALUTE reports detailing 56 or more successful attacks against coalition forces as recent as July 2007 were also found in the cache.

WIA - 0
KIA - 0
BDA - 0

1x Detainee, 124 fully assembled EFPs (1x array of 9, 1x array of 4, 3x array of 2 disguised and ready for emplacement), 159 Copper Discs, 500+ blocks of C4, PE-4, and unknown mixtures (several labeled “January 2007”), 1x AK-47, 100 x 60, 81, and 7-8 mm Mortar Rounds, 31x 70mm Rockets, 1x 120mm Mortar Tube, 1x 81mm Mortar Tube, Copper Wire, 20 manufactured Claymores, Judas goat documents, 10 Yaota Radios, Log Book of Attacks, and 1x Camcorder w/ Tapes of Attacks, multiple initiation devices.